APPENDIX 1: Diary of field work.

The candidate’s personal quest to record Bantu vernacular architecture started while in second year at the School of Architecture at the University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg in 1965 with Amandbele, Tswana, Pedi, AmaXhosi, Zulu, Venda, Tsonga-Shangaan and San rock art. It however did not have the vigour of correct research methods and records were not dated or clippings properly noted.

Unfortunately most of this vernacular has been destroyed through past and present political policies and the only memory is in the minds and collections of a few enthusiasts.

Present policy has declared the use of earth as shelter as below standard and is vigorously destroying a multicultural past into a one dimensional culture. Strangely it is not considered that earth provided a place to sleep for thousands of years or that any socio-cultural lessons can be learnt from patterns of settlement.

In this cultural dessert women’s eo ipso role as creative minds who provide the reality of the metaphorical ‘wetness’ of water to shelters has been obliterated.

DIARY OF VISITS FOR THIS THESIS ON THE BASOTHO

1) June 1999: Visit to the farm Fraaiuitzicht (Dutch for Beautiful View) about ten kilometers outside Ficksburg along the R26 (a regional road), travelling North.
   - The lady of the home could speak Afrikaans, the candidate’s mother tongue.
   - Permission was asked to take photos.
   - Took photographs of existing settlement.
   - Timber frame of new addition to a home was ready to be plastered.
   - Earth, cow dung and water in containers were collected by children.
   - Mother started mixing earth with cow dung and then added water to make the mix pliable.
   - She showed how to apply the mix to the joint between the saplings.
   - Took photos of this process.
   - The candidate asked her if he could help her.
   - She first described the wetness of the mix and how to test it with the hand by compressing the mix.
   - The procedures were executed as she indicated and personally especially felt the pressure of inserting the mix in order not to let it fall out, and also felt the pressure and counter-reaction of the body to not fall over backwards.
   - This continues application became an exertion till the strain on the body became too much.
   - After washing hands in the cold winter water more photos recorded the result.
   - At the next visit three weeks later the room was finished with a smooth layer of plaster inside and outside.
   - Similar to the main house the walls were not decorated with *litema*

2) April 2000: Photos of homes in a field of Cosmos flowers while travelling south along the R57.
   - Nobody was home to ask for permission to look and take photos.
• Took several external photos of litema and its relation to the field of flowers.
• Also noticed the continuity of the patterns of the litema as unifying element.

3) July 2000: Women were busy replenishing a home for the new season of spring along the R712.
• Asked for permission to observe and record the process on camera.
• The new layer of plaster sealed and acted as barrier against the summer thunder showers.
• Not much was discussed other than praise from myself for their finger dexterity in molding the joints between windows to reveals.
• The only decoration was two tones of earth separated by a horizontal line with the darker colour at the bottom. The surrounding veldt was the same colour and therefore would not show splattering of mud during rainstorms.

4) September 2000: Visit to the town Winburg. The Willem Pretorius Game Reserve (off the N5) outside the town had archeological examples of the possible first inhabitants (the Ghoya) of this region. This is on the Western border to the study area. But more such shelters were discovered across big areas of Southern Africa.

5) August 2001: Visit to the BaSotho Cultural Village off the R57 in the Golden Gate Game Park.
• Several examples of BaSotho homes-as-artefacts were researched by, an Afrikaans and fluent in SeSotho, anthropologist Ms Melinda Bekker over a period of fifteen years inside Lesotho. She brought all the specialist builders together and recreated what she found in their particular and unique forms of buildings, first from thatch grass and the transition to earth combined with thatch to the contemporary earth with corrugated roofs.
• Masters (mainly women) of every material exulted in the opportunity to record the BaSotho culture of building homes-as-artefacts.
• Masters of litema (specifically only women) decorated this as cultural continuum.
• The visit fortunately occurred at the time when the regular maintenance and redecoration was in progress.
• I spent a week to observe the procedures, creativity and dexterity.
• Ms. Bekker continuously explained and I recorded by camera. She also spoke at length about the BaSotho cosmological believes and its direct relation to components of the roof structure, myths and culture. This is a research project in its own rite and but beyond the scope of this thesis. Work has already been started on this subject.
• The field records of this visit are interpreted in chapters five, six and seven of this thesis.

6) April 2002: Visit to the town Underberg on the Eastern boundary of Lesotho along the R617.
• The purpose of the visit was to record if any examples of *BaSotho* vernacular architecture were present as an overflow of present day geographical boundaries.
• Countless examples were found, especially of engraved earth plaster.
• No examples of coloured *litema* were found such as the prolific social culture on the West of Lesotho.
• There was also evidence of an assimilation of *BaSotho* vernacular into The AmaXhosa, but the also the opposite influence was evident.

7) July 2003: Visit to the mountain top dwellings of the *BaSotho* along the route to the Katse Dam after a severe snow storm to observe how the quest for shelter was solved and resolved into safe places; to sleep but also escape the wrath of nature within isolation and no cohesion of settlement where neighbours can assist in times of need. At the time of building the massive Katse Dam most of the *BaSotho* children never knew of people with other colours of skin.

8) December 2003: Visit to the town Leribi and its surrounding settlements in Lesotho
   - Examples of stone walled homes were documented.
   - These walls are built by the men within the community

9) April 2004: Revisiting the *BaSotho* Cultural Village to record further examples of detail aspects such as thresholds, lived experience of everyday life, detail decoration and innovation of tools used during the making of *litema*.

10) June 2005: Took photos and visited occasional homes-as-artefacts along the R34 between the towns of Frankfort and Heilbron.

11) July 2005: Took photos of homes along the road running parallel to the N3 Freeway

12) April 2005: A week long visit with Ms. Bekker to one of the Masters in *litema*, a grandmother and her husband who was a Master in building the ancient hut in thatch; the *mholongoaqatsi*. They live in the village of Mothae.
   - The candidate photographically recorded several of these ancient homes, now primarily used for initiation rites.
   - Several scholars within this vernacular claimed that this type is extinct.
   - We lived the everyday habits of the community with its habits of life as one big family. Sharing of maize and pumpkins when in abundance, the threshing of beans as if centuries ago with horses storming around the male controlling the leather ropes attached to each horse. Children milling around as though no horse could break loose with disastrous consequences.
   - An interview with the grandmother is recorded in Appendix 2. This was done with the aid of a teacher who lived in the settlement.
13) 2006 and 2007: On regular trips between Ficksburg and the town Bethlehem
   Several photos were taken at settlements along the R26 connecting road.

14) 2007: the candidate moved to Ficksburg for a year.
   - Several visits occurred at the farm Wintershoek close to Ficksburg to
     record life, procedures and show visitors from overseas.

15) 2008: the candidate moved back to Johannesburg.

16) 2009 to 2010 Registered with the University of Pretoria as Ph.D student.
APPENDIX 2

AN UNSTRUCTURED INTERVIEW WITH MA MAKIBINYANE;
The Master of litema

21 4 2005

Written and translated by Molibeli Paul Matsa 21 4 2005

Mamakekenete Makibebinyane was born in 1936.
Her totem is: KOENA KWENA crocodile.
She comes from Nkoeng.

Koena be Seboko sa hal.
(Koena is her clan).

Koena e mo bhetholla ho libobo tse ling
(Koena is a pride to her because it specify her from other clans.

There are some totem here in Lesotho like Bafokeng (hare).

In Lesotho especially in rural areas people are still living an open life.

Ha mothoa ka thufela e mong ho tla ha nae ha ho be hotle ho baltoabo bobeli.
If one stops anyone to come to his/herfamily it hurts one who is being stopped and to
the one who is stopping the other. The community respect you when you give them a
warm welcome and when you respect yourself

Batho ba hlompha motho ha a itlhompha a bile a amohela batho ka mofully hahae)

Ka SeSotho motho oa monna be eena a sebetsang,ma mosalio sebetsa ho holisa bana
le ho hlokowela ?
In Sesotho culture a man is the one who is working and a woman is taking care of the
children and the whole family. The chief is the one who is taking care of the whole
community while the men are away.

Liphoqfolo le masimoho thusa bo ntate baba bang bas a eang mosebetsing.
Animals and the fields are taken care by some men who do not work because they
don’t go for work all of them.

Basali ba BaSotho tseba lintho tse fapaneng goaloka heritsoama, moseme joalo-
joalo.
Women of Lesotho know different works, some specialize in making hertsoama,
moseme etc.

Mosali ke eena ea rutang ngoamaho bua, ho sebetse le boitsaro bo bottle.Leha a
nyetsoe o nka malebela ho ‘m’e.
A woman is the one who is teaching a child how to speak, to work and how to behave
even when she is married, she takes some tips from the mother.
Ha mosali a etsa nosebetsi o lata thepa le morali oa hae a tsebho mo ruta mesebetsi. When she is doing her job a woman takes her daughter with her to collect some materials so that her daughter will learn everything her mother does.

Ha basali ba bang ba tla nokopa ho tsela litema, ea ba rutang o oa thaba hebane bat la ruta bacha ba bang. When some women come to the one who knows “litema” she becomes very pleased to teach them so that next time they will be the ones of the new generation.

MoSotho e mong le e mong o ne a efsa setloana. In the old days every MoSotho had a “setloana” [reed screen of the lapa] and it was a privacy for the family members not for strangers to walk beyond “setloana”.

When a MoSotho women do her job eg. litema she is using only her eyes and her hands and it’s really a gift from God for they are not using any machines.

Mosali oa MoSotho ha a na le qabang le monna oa hae o ea ka thung ba hale ka thaimpho le monna oa hae batho ba bang bas a utloeh. Ke moeflo oa BaSotho ho thaimpho.

If there are some conflicts a woman who is respecting her husband goes into the huts with her husband and solve the matter without been heard by the neighbours. That’s BaSotho’s culture a self respect.

Mrs Makoloana said they had moved from Nkoeng to the Makibinyane an got the big space for their houses kraal [for keeping livestock safe at night] because people avoided the place saying it is wet there. That’s the only reason for getting these big space.

Ha hona nalane ho etseng litema empa ele mokhabiso feela oa BaSotho. There is no story in making litema, that’s only decorations.

Ka nako e ‘ngoe basali ba etsa eka hona le ntho eo ba e tsebang empa bas a tsebe letho. Sometimes women show self confidence while walking whereas they do not know anything. It’s just false confidence.

Ha a etsa ntho eo ba bang bas a e tsebang ha a khetholohe ho monna oa hae leafs ho sechaba hobane o etse ntho eo a e ratang, ebile o ruta babang ba bolokohlohi. When she knows something that some do not know she does not a special treatment from her husband or community because she is doing what she loves and freely to teach others with love.

Ka SeSotho u oe oe oa elselloa ka ho sheba matlo nore na lenyalo leo ke le thabileng bapa chee. In SeSotho you cannot see by looking at the huts if there is unhappy marriage or not.

Nkhono be eena ea rutang litloholo linthotsa SeSotho le boitsoaro bo bottle.
Grandmother is the one who is responsible for teaching the grandchildren how to do cultural things and how to behave.

BaSotho ba hlanpha Badimo ba bona hahalo. Ha ban a le mathata ea mabiti leng ba fihle ba rapele. Ba re Badimo be bona ba fetisetsang mathatha a bona ho Molimo. Ba lula ba hoopla balimo ba bona.

BaSotho respect their ancestors [Badimo] very much, when they have some problems they go to their graves and pray, they say their ancestors are like ones to take their problems to God [Molimo]. They always remember their ancestors.

Basali ba BaSotho kebona seel tsebang litema e sang banna, hobame mesebetsi ea ka tlung e etsoa ke basali habama ba etsa mesebetsi e bonima kantle.

BaSotho women are the ones who are doing litema, not men. It’s because it is special for women the indoors duties while men are doing heavy duties outside the house.

Ho nkalibebe tse peli ho geta ntlo.
It takes two weeks to complete a hut.

Ho nko selema ho tlosa litema ho e tsoa tse ncha.
It takes a year to to replace a litema. [A year elapses between the renewal of litema.]

Sethebe is used to collect maize meal.

LELOALA’S SONGS
After the interview a woman dressed in the typical BaSotho finery of a new bride sat down on a grass carpet, put a small densely woven grass matt on the carpet, put a grinding stone with a stone ‘basin’ smoothly carved into its top as is evident at archeological sites all over this country, put mabela seeds into the basin and started grinding till the seeds were a fine powder. This was the swept into a clay pot with a small highly decorated grass broom, and then carried on grinding while the whole chorus of onlookers continuously sang the song in melodic variations and voice inflections.

1) Khajoame ntseke bitsa Malome a tlo bona ha ngoale e khiba ka sakeng.
   Khajoame ntseke call uncle to came and see a daughter-in-law in the kraal grinding mabela maize.
   MOKHIBO
2) Maliepetsane khalala o na le mona.

LITOLOBONYA
1) ‘Me’ ‘Maklolu ha eo mona o ite Natala.
   ‘Me’ ‘Maklolu is not her, she has gone to Natal.

2) Baloi ha ba hola ba loee, ha ba palame khoele.
   When the witch bewitch someone let them weitch, let them ride on the string.

Although the words of the song are sinister it had no visible relation to the dancing of four girls with white skirts made from recycled unraveled plastic maize bags and blue tee shirts, at the ends of the strings were big beads to make the strands swing with the movements of the hips. Intricate footwork was in beat with a drum while the surrounding crowd sung in multiple voices.
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